Synchronization of the Networked System With Continuous and Impulsive Hybrid Communications.
Many networked systems display some kind of dynamics behaving in a style with both continuous and impulsive communications. The cooperation behaviors of these networked systems with continuous connected or impulsive connected or both connected topologies of communications are important to understand. This paper is devoted to the synchronization of the networked system with continuous and impulsive hybrid communications, where each topology of communication mode is not connected in every moment. Two kind of structures, i.e., fixed structure and switching structures, are taken into consideration. A general concept of directed spanning tree (DST) is proposed to describe the connectivity of the networked system with hybrid communication modes. The suitable Lyapunov functions are constructed to analyze the synchronization stability. It is showed that for fixed topology having a jointly DST, the networked system with continuous and impulsive hybrid communication modes will achieve asymptotic synchronization if the feedback gain matrix and the average impulsive interval are properly selected. The results are then extended to the switching case where the graph has a frequently jointly DST. Some simple examples are then given to illustrate the derived synchronization criteria.